
Video Guide
Name:       

Directions: While watching the episode, I Spy with Animal Eyes from Magic School 
Bus Rides Again, complete the following video guide.

Word Bank
aqueous humor 

bigger 
cones 
cones 

compound 
cornea 
curves  
faster  

flattens 
lens 
wider 
window 

rods 
rods 
smaller 
ultraviolet

1. The cornea is the          of the eye. 

2. The                  feeds eye tissue 
and helps keep the eyes shape. 

3. The         focuses light to the back of the eye. 

4. Your lens          when focusing on things far away. 

5. Your lens          when focusing on things up close. 

6. When it is dark your pupils get          to let in more light, 
and they get          when it is bright out to let in less light. 

7.           and          are photoreceptors 
that see movement, shapes, and color. 

8. Eagles are able to change the shape of their          to 
focus on things from far away. 

9. Animals with eyes on the sides of their head give a          
field of vision. 

10. Chipmunks process light          than humans. 

11. Owls have more          than          
giving them excellent night vision. 

12. Flies have         eyes that give little pictures that are 
put together by their brain. 

13. Some birds have          cones that allow them to see 
“invisible colors.”
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1. The cornea is the          of the eye. 

2. The                  feeds eye tissue 

and helps keep the eyes shape. 

3. The         focuses light to the back of the eye. 

4. Your lens          when focusing on things far away. 

5. Your lens          when focusing on things up close. 

6. When it is dark your pupils get          to let in more light, 

and they get          when it is bright out to let in less light. 

7.           and          are photoreceptors 

that see movement, shapes, and color. 

8. Eagles are able to change the shape of their          to 

focus on things from far away. 

9. Animals with eyes on the sides of their head give a          

field of vision. 

10. Chipmunks process light          than humans. 

11. Owls have more          than          

giving them excellent night vision. 

12. Flies have         eyes that give little pictures that are 

put together by their brain. 

13. Some birds have          cones that allow them to see 

“invisible colors.” 

14. Starfish and earthworms can sense          without eyes.
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Video Guide

Directions: While watching the episode, I Spy with Animal Eyes from Magic School 
Bus Rides Again, complete the following video guide.

1. The cornea is the WINDOW of the eye. 

2. The AQUEOUS HUMOR feeds eye tissue and helps keep the eyes shape. 

3. The LENS focuses light to the back of the eye. 

4. Your lens FLATTENS when focusing on things far away. 

5. Your lens CURVES when focusing on things up close. 

6. When it is dark your pupils get BIGGER to let in more light, and they get 

SMALLER when it is bright out to let in less light. 

7. RODS  and CONES are photoreceptors that see movement, shapes, and 

color. 

8. Eagles are able to change the shape of their CORNEA to focus on things 

from far away. 

9. Animals with eyes on the sides of their head give a WIDER field of vision. 

10. Chipmunks process light FASTER than humans. 

11. Owls have more RODS than CONES giving them excellent night vision. 

12. Flies have COMPOUND eyes that give little pictures that are put together 

by their brain. 

13. Some birds have ULTRAVIOLET cones that allow them to see “invisible 

colors.” 

14. Starfish and earthworms can sense LIGHT without eyes.

This educational material is brought to you by Mabee Eye Clinic in Mitchell, SD. 
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